Group analysis considers itself and is considered as a theory and method paying much attention to the social dimension. As Dennis Brown and Louis Zinkin put it in the preface of "The Psyche and the social world": "Its theoretical basis, laid down by its initiator, S.H. Foulkes (1898Foulkes ( -1976, involves the recognition of the deeply social nature of the human personality" (Brown and Zinkin, 1994 xii). And:
"The matrix is the hypothetical web of communication and relationship in a given group. It is the common shared ground which ultimately determines the meaning and significance of all events and upon which all communications and interpretations, verbal and non-verbal rest" (Foulkes 1964: 292) . Or:
"The network of all individual mental processes, the psychological medium in which they meet, communicate and interact, can be called the matrix" (Foulkes and Anthony 1965: 26) .
Foulkes attempts to describe what is meant by 'matrix' are manifold. The reader still can feel the theoretical effort that is made in trying to find a language for what he experienced in his groups. In trying to conceptualise what happens in between the members of a group Foulkes enters new territory, thus he can be considered as an early representative of a communicative and interactive understanding of the unconscious. He himself enlarged this understanding beyond the rather limited situation of a therapy group by elaborating the notion of matrix at two different levels, the 'dynamic matrix' being the level to be observed under construction in a group analytic group, and introducing the term 'foundation matrix' indicating the level and store of shared communication and meanings proceeding every actual group. Foulkes has put it like this: "Instead, I have accepted from the beginning that even a group of total strangers, being of the same species and more narrowly of the same culture, share a fundamental mental matrix (foundation matrix). To this their closer acquaintance and their intimate exchanges add consistently so that they also form a current, ever moving ever developing dynamic matrix " Foulkes 1990: 228) .
Elsewhere he included body images, language, social class, and education as elements of the foundation matrix and went on -"What we traditionally look upon as our innermost self, the intrapsychic against the external world, is thus not only shareable, but is in fact already shared" (Foulkes 1975: 62) .
Here we have a revolutionary turn in thinking: the innermost, the most private, is already in common, is based on shared ground. No place is left for "a social" that is somehow added to "the individual". With the notion of the foundation matrix Foulkes went into the centre of the old hermeneutic question "Why do we understand, when we understand?" But as a pioneer Foulkes gave us the questions and first ideas, which doesn't mean, he gave a consistent theory. We are left with the task, to work out and to develop his thoughts.
In this context it is interesting that in recent trials to develop group-analytic theory there is much criticism about the notion of the foundation matrix.
Dalal calls it "mother nature in disguise" and Stacey is afraid, that a second psychic structure is to be installed and sees a backlash into individualistic thinking. Space does not permit me to go into these arguments at length. But I would say that there is no need to be afraid of "mother nature" in regard to a post-Foulkesian theory of unconscious processes. E.g. nowadays it is known that the expressions of basic affects like fear, anger, disgust, sadness, surprise, interest, happiness are innate and can be communicated and understood very early in life and by all humans (see the work of Ekman and Friesen in the US or Krause in Germany). This indicates a phylogenetic heritage of affect expressions related to our basic capacity and necessity to relate. Furthermore there are findings that even our brains do not develop but in the course of early interactions and that the mutual attuning processes between mother and infant have a clearly physiological site (see Stern 1985) . The latest and very exciting finding in that area is the detection of the 'mirror neuron', indicating that mutual action understanding is the common base for communication in all primates. Thus from the very beginning our biology is directed to be social and Foulkes notion of the foundation matrix opens up the possibility to consider human biology as precondition and at the same time an integral part of a theory of the unconscious, that is aware of the 'socialness' at all levels. Concerning Stacey's apprehensions about the second psychic structure I assume he is addressing not so much Foulkes but Jung, who conceptualised his 'collective unconscious' clearly as "...a second psychic system of non personal character" (Jung 1936: 45) . And this system and its contents -the archetypes-are considered as inherited. But these ideas are very different from Foulkes notion of the foundation matrix (though in the process of developing this idea he once -1968-referred to Jung, but never came back to it later) as a communicational ground. Thus Foulkes seems to be the wrong addressee for Stacey's argument. Moreover -connected with the findings of the baby watchers and related theories, that indicate that there is a level 'in between' the level of implicit action knowledge and the verbal representation -it opens up the possibility to get to a theory of the unconscious, that is based on group analytic thinking integrating biology, psychology and sociology. This really is postfoulkesian, because originally the terms 'matrix' or 'foundation matrix' just were metaphors, giving a new idea, a fresh direction of thinking but not being covered by a theory of the unconscious. Nowadays the contours of such a theory begin to shape and I hope I made clear how useful the notion of the foundation matrix is in directing our attention to very fundamental patterns of communication or to the answer of the question: "What do you communicate before saying 'Hallo'?"
